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ARCH 19, 1958

i:SDAY —

Selected As A Best All Rpund Kentucky Community Newspaper

Largest
Circulation In
The City
.
Largest
Circulation In
The County

First...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
IN OUR 79th YEAR

United Press

CURTAIN - Bob Hupa Is kissed
bound
ne enplanes in Loa Angeles.
entertainment held,
et tlie Russian
in which
lye out With some Malmo
(Intereationuo
all the lauglis."

Murray, K

Thursda Afternoon,. March 20, 1958

Vol. LXXIX No. 68

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

24 DIE AS GARMENT PLANT BURNS

.4

Attend Forest Fire School At
Cumberland Falls

Factory Head Carlos Warren
Dies Trying Passes Away
* To Aid Women

a

mber Co. Inc.
A SQUARE DEAL"
Phone 262

iplOces

Snow Knocks Out
Lights And Heat

All Could Have Made Way To
Safety, But For Hysteria

Winter Bows
Out Today,
Officially

WASHINGTON el - A heavy,
s•icky snow en .he even of
spring knocked cut power lines
today in neerty Maryland and
- amazingly were found aloe when
NEW YORK. Mar. 20
Mr. Cara,s L. Warren, age 52,
‘'irginia and deprived .housands
Tweny-tour men and women firemen were finally able to
of 'homes .4 light and heatpassed awaN Wednesday March
d.ed Wednesday nigh: in one enter :he _gaLtted garment shag
At the Whtte House, the snow
19 M his home on Murray Route
le or of ecreaming he•ror in a more 'ha -'two hours after the
PRESS
By
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illness
phone
the
an
out
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following
3,
•
By JOHN PRYOR
blaze started.
f - nor-swept garment factory.
the
guards
security
by
months.
used
The woman had jumped into
United Press Staff Correspondent teen
by
Going . . . going . . gene
Flteen- we're injured, several
'
about
his
for
include
grounds
the
to
relketives
soles
Surviv.rig
Cavanagh
NEW YORK .1P - Abraham
tohight.
coin:ht n as a a metal elorage box.
in
critical
were
pollee
House
White
hour.
Warren,
Rt. 6;
an
J. Becker, 38, was the buss of wife, Mrs. Iva
said • the box would normally
when
started
a
that
-ef
fire
resul
the
in
oalkie-talkies
Warto
Sam
resorted
With spring only hours away,
a tenement underwear factory. parents, Mr. and Mrs.
have been like an oven, quick*
_
a gas oven exploded.
emergency.
winter gave an expiring gasp
roasting any one inside it, He
He died Wedneeday.: night like ren, Rt. 5, Murray; two sons,
city's
at
the
toll
was
fire
officially
The
Spring arrives
that whipped up 45-mile-an-hour
surmised that, water which poi:trthe captain of a step afire at C. L. and Larry Dean Warren,
state
and
City
years.
1L:06 p.m. e.s.:. today.
gusts along the Atlantic Seaboard w rat in 12
Rt. 8, Murray; one aister, Mrs.
ee threngli the factory's windows
sea.
The snew dumped eight inches today and pelted 'he area wi•h •ff.ciales me. in emergency sea- in heavy streams had kept it
"You'll all get out." he told Don Eldinge, Detroit, Mich:gen;
Oates today to determ,re whe- cool enough for perilous survival.
These men from the Western Forestry District at- co.snow on .the nation's capita: snow and rain.
broehers, OrOe, Noel, Huie,
h s scroaming aterkere in the
Puleer Illater laws are needed te
Cavanegh was at the scene
Monarch Underwear Company's 13iuluitil and Bill Warren of tended the Division of Forestry's 18th annual fire-04- and its surrounding suburbs.
4
with
warnings
snow
Heeev
protect workers film fire in the of the, blaze shortly after the
- t( mac Electric Power Co. crews
trol training school at Cumberland Falls recently.
fourth flo.r plant. "I% be the Murray, Clinton, Olahr and Alton
issued
were
expected
inches
8
to
to reteeming jungle ef old downtowr second of five alarms" wa,s soundWarren, Deemit, Midi.
ilasit to leave."
Front row, from left: Wade Roberts, Guard; Ralph wersioed around-the-clock
eeskaee in _ the wake of the for the area from nor.heast e. mmerctal buiklings.
ed. He s'aid the building appeared
The funeral was conducted
But Becker could not beat the
A. Nelson, District Forester and Loy Shreve, Assistant store
and
Connecticut
into
Maryland
-.....o."- - • ___ _,
S hrill.
It appeared that most of the to have been free of fire law
at spread ilieWer than this afternoon at 2:30 at the
panic
Mayfield.
Forester,
District
Morning
York.
New
Moe: phones'itteirolice head- southeastern
iced were out ft frsm safety ••4/alions. but :hat the entire
the f:latTles. He could not per- J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Back Row: Vernon Head, Ranger and Lather quarters here were )rnOted out reports showed that up to 8 cy rio more than onoke an. neighbortood "stinks in fire presuade tits hysterical flock that .trith Rev. R. J. Burpoe and
f
on
fallen
already
Lynch, Guard, Salem; Charles Butts, Guard, Cadiz, and police teletype and"-.radio inches had
-ien:ion". and is full of hazardsafety led clown a dark ataarway Eurie Mathis officiating. Bur.al
''''''' 5 inches at 'tar'
Ocimmunications were partially, Washingtoff''''
and Clarence Gray, Guard, Lamagco.
Four women leaped from th( ously "poor housekeeping" which
even though it was filled *eh was in the Ricks Cemetery.
Aerisberg. Pa., and 1 es sear
_ _ cut cff.
fourth floor Monarch Underwear he lire department he said.
Bruhere of the deceased acted
el hot and &voicing smoke. He Stay100- mile
Police phones were disrupted anotiltitso&arthe
4-00. -factory- to- fit rnt,teS 191P-S is presently powerless to correct.
ss pallbearers.
ed wvh 13 of them to die.
ea.
hesy paw
eruet wide snow
bo
hoefn octal
about
3 a m .r when
iv ing
Others were led or carried doe,The J. H. Churchill • Funeral
"Abe Becker, my leen, broke
scores
climbed reiktne had charge of the funeral
I
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window
a
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ken
fallen trees
than two inches of rairisop par s reached • safety down the fire
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lines.
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gat us end marched us in the
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body to get us wet rags to put
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down
were relaorteci
as it was lighted. Thtea_nearb;
England.
In front of our Lao". He told
Washinglon area.
LEXINGTON lf" - Clay
The U.S. Weather Bureau re- workers made brief brit Utasaoc,
us not to panic. but there was
The Chesapeake & Potomac
County defeated South HopRep. Alton Mo.,ro. ID-Frank ported that cloudy skies asso- ressful efforts tahalt :he flame'
By JAMES R. RENNEISEN
plenty of weearning."
Telephone Co estimated that 18,- aiated wi.h the coastal storm and 'hen fled. -oilmen the flr
kins, 75-61, in the opening
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owners
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Commissioner
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With the exception of Florida,
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when
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day off
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House
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PAGE TWO

LEDGER & TIMER-

THURSDAY - MARCH 20, M
.
-.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

r--LAG

THE LEDGER & TIMESGiv-e-Girls
Miss America rSuburbs, Areas Next To Rig Cities Grow, But City D4\wa
Rope Is Busy Girl
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PUBLISHED by LEDGER 6 TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc
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1, 1942.
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FOR SMOOTHER, RICHER FLAVOR
because Cream° Margarine is made from cream end fet.free
mi'k blended with hardeoed cottonseed and soybean oil,
peanut oil, salt, lecithin, monoglycende, sod.um beruoate,
crc ac•d, Vdam n A. artlficial flavoring, and artiticial coloring.

23% Discount On New Pontiacs
This discount is off the regular new car price here in Murray!
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•1958 PONTIACS scored these vi ctories at the 9th Annual NASCAR
Safety and Performance trials at Da ytona Beach, Florida, from February
9th thru 23,rd:
1. Lod all the way to win the 160 mi le Grand National race for strictly
stock passenger cars.
2. Flying mile speed trials at 1.14.34 6 miles per hour.
3. Grand National time, trials
14 0.590 miles per hour.
4. 30 ol.p.h. safety passing te
5. 50 m.p.h. safety passing
-6. -A wafirted Ptree--Oft M a nil
Award for points gained in performance at Daytona Beath eve a.
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Hazel Grain & Miffing Co.
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You Can't Beat This Value Anywhere
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NEW PONTIAC

COMPLETE REPAIR

Special $2099"

We Specialize on all makes Automatic Transmissions. We can take care
of any of your car needs.

122-ineb

wheel base, 270, h.p.. .wall to wall

arpet, direction

signnls, dual head lights,
,s.f00x14 'tires, non-glare instrument panel.

MAINSTREET MOTORS
1406 WEST MAIN STREET
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Children's Easter Hats
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OUR DRESS PROMOTION STARTS

Thursday March 21
-his is the largest dress promotion that we have ever
ad and they're just in time for Easter. We Nave color,
zes, styles and quality merchandise.

Pontiacs

at BELK-SETTLE CO.

$10"to $29"
ADIES NEW.SPRING TOPPERS
LADIES NEW SPRING DUSTERS - - - - - - $1098 to $1998

Children's Cotton Panties
Children's

ff

Children's Nylon Panties 590-790-$1.00

DRESSES

here in Murray!

$198&$298
Ladies Nylon Slips
Ladies Seampruff °Slips $398 & $598
Ladies Blue Swan Slips $398 &$598

•

[arch;

I

Good Assortment Styles, Sizes and Colors

$598
by Bea Young
"
by Mary Lee '1098 to $16
by Peg Palmer '1098 to'1998
"to $1698
by Shirley Lee $11
"
by Doris Dodson $898 to $19
by Clair Tiffany_ $598 to $1298
"
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•••

250 & 390

Ladies New Spring

$1 to $398

Cotton Blouses
Ladies New Spring
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LADIES BLUE SWAN
590 & 790
Rayon Panties
to $1.49
'1.00
..
Nylon Panties
LADIES RAYON PANTIES
ONE TABLE

250

14,

LADIES

5. pairs $1.00
ONE TABLE

EASTER HATS

Annual NASCAR
la, from February

390

NEW SHIPMENT

LADIES PIQUE COLLARS.
'1.00 8c '1.98

race for strictly

_1298 TO $798

U r.

; gained in per.,

Ladies NYLON HOSE
590 - 2 prs. '1.00
one lot 790 and $1
Vision Hose $1.35-$1.50

GLOVES
$100

$2099"

base, 270. h.p.. _Mall to wall
signals. dua I head lights,
ri-glare instrument panel.

$298 to $1098

SKIRTS

LADIES NEW EASTER

V PONTIAC
11

LADIES NEW SPRING
•

Inywhere

3 for $1.00

COSTUME JEWELRY
one group 590-2 for '1
$1.00
one group
$1.98
one group

NEW SPRING

SPORTSWEAR
Shorts . . . '1.98-'2.98
Peddle Pushers — '2.98-$4.98
Jamaica Shorts
$1.98-$3.98
Blouses . . 1.98-'4.98

Easter Hand Bags

$1" to $498
plus tax

and

TORS

BELK SETTLE CO.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PHONE 59
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WOMEN'S PAGE,
Lochie Landolt, Editor

S

Who butlroger gives
a written guarantee?

ratalo
Club News

Talapliosse 1685

Vows Are Read
- Saturday, March 15 In Borger, Texas

!:Ileltigin-Harney
°cial Calendar
Wednesday. March 19
The Woman's Auxehary. of S:
Johns Epiecespal Church
Welf.
meet at 1700 at the home of
Mrs. Wayne Pleklee on t b e
Coldwater Road.
• • ••
Thursday, March 20
The Siezannah Wesley Circle
of the Pare District will meet
at 11:00 in the morning in the
home of :dermal Proceur in
Water Vallee'.
••••
'The Thu Phi Lambda sorority
will meet at 700 in the :evening
at 100e Sharp Street.
The Tr: Sigma Alunme
age:mere House at 7:30 in :he
meet at the college Hume Mare
evening. _ _
• •••
The Women's Asses:eaten of;
ilie College Preileyterian Chteeth •
°see; meet er-ethe home. id Mrs
Taa Bee-see Miss Dorothy Don'•
will be the speaker., The
anneal tee well offering fer
eneekeal meareens will be taken
,.at diet.

RADAR FOR HARBOR
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NEW YORK 1/1 —Veleie crowd
s
wi:cned the Se Pa*lecke
Day
parade, a large
c,f a new stere kep: their
backs
turned to the processihn.
They
-ewers %retelling 'he parad
e oh
television sets or. clisteay in
store
windowi.
. •
-

Irrnno in fl",T1*-

V.

as

A

Glass Insurance
Dm IF
;'

Calk, Fresh
39C

Lb.

Kroger

Krisp

'125
Pki

Frshoro

10 or 9c
U5
pkg.

49c Fish Sticks

Lb.

Large Sliced Or By Tke Piece

Pork Liver

Sift together 1 cup sifted anpurpose flour, 3 teaspoons
Th.: wed:trig of Miss Careesn . mitten.r.g access
ree. Her eerClabber Girl Baking Powder, 3
Meleaen. daughter of Mr.. and cage wee
an crettid. •
tablespoons sugar, and 1 tea-1
Neel Melegin, and Mr. ;
f eeeeng
the
spoon salt. Blend in 1 etrp:me
Geirge Phi: Harney, son of Mrs ;_certeneny. a
reeeet, in was held
C Harney and the late Mr. ivth appreicenzie
Low corn meal, 9 slices cooked
ey seventy-five
liarriey of Berger. Texas, was perseret . a:tending.
Crisp baeOn, finely snipped, 3
tablespoons finely diced gyres
=
reeeel Seteletee. *arch __15-4,
-71Xl..3c4-4a:6;e. Ayres.
eeee-eeeethee'eeffreng in -"he ----Tht
pepper, and el cup chopped
Vv./1 a Bree'um etete hnen emif \tr. Harney's'
nit
pimiento. Combine 1 egg,
breidered cloth. The appointMr• ereeer B. - Hart:tees and:
slightly beaten, with 1 cup
rriertes were silver.
the
!Kee:leis' in Detes.
telele was a large
milk, and 1 4 cup melted bacon
ci- tile teng • ceremony =f
reeee in a fever OA.. — fat• butter or margarine; add
erned by 'Dr. W. C. tsiner. Theettree eered
all at once to corn meal mixeweed ug
Pee pee. -r of the Highand' eeke Ala, surrr,
ture and stir until dry ingreurxied with wedRe;•-•: (71-0.ircia in DaM...e.
ceng balls and yellow rose buck:
d ients are just dampened.Pour
geele • es meneage and tappe
d weth a mina:ure..
batter into a greased 8 x 8 x
fe- n, r. •7,re 3 peso de brele and groerrt.
2-inch baking pan. Bake in
C.. r•,
:i
6litt
1
.
171
Seroeng at the table were Mies
425' F. (hot oven about 25
pence-is ene sk.rt and aleneen Suzanne Lee,
Cairo, Ill.: and
minutes. Serve hot, cut into
_ace b d.ce. The scar 'pod scoop Miss June McNa
bb of Dumas.
serving pieces. Yield.6servings.
neeleL.ne was enerteeed
wet
Ilse couple let on a two week
pkearle er.ci semens. Her lace cap
Mexico follewtng. the
ef. mete-lens pearls Intl se-quire reeepteen. Mrs. Rame
y chive • 7
er.rded :n a shoulder knelt veil her go.'.rui aveay
outLt. a ,
Frenee illemen. Her beuriuse pure silk- dross with
leaek
eerie-erect
three phandareipas cee0iees. eSne vir-ire the
les the balance of ingredients in
oreir.d
aecteds surreuncied
hoh.te corsage tem tier bridal bouquet.
baking powder that governs its
hyeneothe tied wen elete seen • Mr. and Mrs.
H3rrley will releaveningaction.Only whenthese
ribbeins.
glide at 1:232 le:neer-h., Drive
are scientifically balanced can
in
Mese Ilar.v Anr. Gr1.53,1 of
you be mire of uniform action
•
•
Dalkee served as maid
hener.
the Mixing bowl plus that final,
Her drte was -a be:lee:ma lengh AIR
balanced rise to light and fluffy
AC.REEMEN-T ANNOUNCED
itergn
yeeleve e91
tgar
texture in the oven ... That's the
nie Week a sc. .poti
story of Clabber Girl's double
NEW DELHI, India IFe— New
elle., She were:
re( pientie action!
and
Miece
etoil:
be linked
Hi.r head piece c
lid • f eny :nrec
ey by air within six weiii:
yr.r....rat !tree bud, and her Lr.
'A'hen an Indian-Soviet
quo': eve; a n iegay e"
agreement is signed Air !mean
intereee buds ane bnby's
n:a:lima: and :he Soviet Aerefi
ot
w.:h rniatiter.g yieliee• se- in
upera
•e
eoekl
y flights.
4

25c

Lb

Bologna

Slab Bacon

Lis.

39C

°free

Centenng
arrangomerr

trk) to

You should know THIS
ir
about baking!

Yellow

c,LABBER
GIRL
. . Exclusively
kivown as the
baking powder
with the

WINCHES; R. Va.er —Dap
hne
Fairbanks. 18. daughter of
actor
Deuseao Fee- banks Jr.. was
chosen 111, ncley a.; queen of
the 31st
annual ehenand'ah Appie
Blotrem. Fre•i•-a •., be
held here

Balanced

ha Action'

Th.

Food or Butterscetch Swansdown

2 boxes

Biscuits

1-0Z
Can

Tasty Avondale
Sun-Frisk

'ROCK 'N ROLL'

29,.

Tender Bosh Crowder

lIc Peas

300 29C
2cans

Citrus Salad

Kroger Sections

American Beauty

Grapefruit

2

303 inc
can Le

Cream Styli

Yellow Corn

303 39C
cans

9 300 inc
guns

U. S. Gov't. Inspected Grade A Large

ggs

"Cackling-Fresh" Eggs . . . only Kroger

11101111M1 Valuable Kroger Coupon NIP1111V2
FREE: 1 can of Gladiola Biscuts with this

Tissue

9 400ct.A9c
L boxes

Fresh, Tasty Cinnamon

Tea Ring

Ea.

M

coupon and parckssa .1

1 Jim

KROGER

Doz.

leas 'em .. • !Dern guaranteed trust!

Svnnsoft Mate Facial

1.

$5.98

DRAPES

EL----_

at Embassy Strawberry

-_- Preserves

3=

i=

72-oz. 9fic
iir Ilya ...
...
Coupon Expires Mar 22, 1951
-2:- - _

29c

_

- -=
511111111111111INNINIMIIIII121111111illtiall1Pli111111111111111!11111111H111i1177,-

COUPON

Fresh Sandwich
Fresh Frozen

50 TOP VALUE STAMPS

with

Fresh

this coupon and purchase of $2.00

Rayon - 84 in

Frozen

Kroger

Cut Corn

or more in groceries.
Thi.i

Knew

Peas

STAMPS

Gold Thread

coupon expires Sat., March 22

19c
Pki

Tatty Kroger

Pork & Beans-

_ _ 4 1::,: 49c

Flr,rida Sunshine Special ! ! ! Sun-fresh, Juicy
and Vitamin Filled

s1.19 pr.
Reg. 1.98

,' 1,'.
MEN
--r, /....-1'' 'S BRIEFS
,..,
Reg. 59v //
__1
)
--' '
-----7,
- . /3 prs. $1

••

Buns

DRESSES

2 for $9.00.

FRIDAY&SATURDAY

411-oz.
can

Juice

49C

REQUEST!
New Spring

selection - reg.

19

Kroger Sweetened Orapttrult

21
/
2 27c
can vs

REPEATED BY
large

Lb.
Tin

Frisk, Delicious Kroger

Pear Halves

VALUABLE
Ladies

The perfect mate wItit a
Egg and
Blossom fresh bread
breakfast!
Cackling fresh

Fluffy-Fresh Gladioli

Balanced Double Action
means Better Baking!

MISS FAIRBANKS A
QUEEN

Devil's

Cake Mixes

tint, 7-1,),

ye.. ,-,

49'

First Cuts
3-4 Lb.

Kroger Vac Pack Reg. or Drip Grind

v....o-Ver. •

"ALL MINE TO GIVE"
Cameron Mitchell
* ENDS TONITE

Oranges or
Apples

E,:;ia Fancy Red Delicious
Ft'-:y

;

CONSOLIDATED STORE

49'

Extra Fancy
Red Delicious

time

Leaf Lettuce

Lb.

Fr•sh Long Gr•en

Cucumbers

Ea.

ne

Fancy

Hot livse

Rhubarb

Suet Fresh Delicious

15c Bananas

We Reterve The 111ght To I inift

•

Kwick

Sliced Bacon----

Tcr..der

Corn Bread

Side of the Square
Phone 542

• JE F
COMM
MORROW - CRAY.

Part

Ground Beef

Mies Carolyn Mislugin

Purdorn & Thurman
South

•

Made

Y-cyr•made Freels Hourly

CLABBER GIRL'S
LUNCHEON

Bee Br -ern
m nal fir Mr. Mar- t
e•
7the
Pr e'er'wee
fee- ;ea:. ed
ai :wicker. unci me:ix fer the
reae eg
fA^3.
-1 -1.r.g we: per' ernei
:Kicker eir.i • if •.• 'nee

-10011.CRAZED VACHES —

Lb.

Sausage

Mr

•

ork Roast 39
Crisp And Tasty Sugar-Cured

-1

is' neede'
d
:here and if ;iteuR
kid did it would You• Insura
nce
coNer VOL
Our new AILIn•
One Home Owners Pol,cy r.05;,
!
cover your loss and wee SAVE
Vbu 20e, on your Insurance
by
combining all the Insur
ance on
you, horr• into ont policy. Ca;
us today above this new. Morey
Saving Insurance.

Lean, Kroger-Cut With Very Little Bone Boston Butt

Tasty kerne

••••

Monday. March 24
...
aree V
Methedat
WSCS wiJ meet
at 7:30 in the eveneng in
the
Merest:coal hall of the Churc
h.
••• •
Tusailay. Mare* 25
The AACW Houk. Club welt
meet at 720 in the evening
in
the home of Ntees
Ackere.
Mato Street.
•• ••
•
SETTER VIEW

They're lust Like Gold! !

\,........„,

HAMBURG, Germany eg
A
network of six radar control
stations. claimed to be the • first
of its kind in the wocld, will be
built- ground Hamburg's teeming
harbor, city officials said today.
Five stations will seam into
the
a central plotting
terminal,'which will guide ships
into the harbor when visibility
isetor due to fog or storms. The
T efunken Company will build
the network.

Saturday. Maroh -22
.6,71the
of *the FirstHerres: Cllurch weal meet at 7:30
in the morning for a breakfast
at the Collegiate Gel. Group
VII is in charge eeth Mrs. Doyce Morris es captain.
The Alpha Deiartment of the
Murray
Woman's
Club
Wee
have a potluck supper at 6:30
p.m. at the chfb house. Planning
committee is ovnpueed of Wayne
Wileams. H. L
Rue -01. erby, and Careete Cutetene'llestesses are
Meedames - C.* L.
__ -Slearbreerugh, Sv:vea .e.tiens, B.
F. Sthertete4 and 3Lakee.. Cappt
e
Beate, .Lottye Sueer and Mary
_Leeentef. -Spereker , wrel be
Dr.
AL. Pretesin of el ereay
State
Ce-ere.
•
• •.•

Save Top Value Stamps . .

,

••••

•

QUI•Htiell

Lb

19c

2 lbs.eiSc

t,

4
.11

44

....•••••••••••••••
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Lb.

,,LAwN MOWER SALE

Krlsp

2 lb 125

:on _

pkg

3
Ike Plen

Pui-k-ing Green?
\iout- Lawn to
Look Like a

Lb

FAMOUS
4-CYCLE
BRIGGS A
STRATTON
ENGINE

49'

Don't Miss This

04

SENSATIONAL

15 THE WORD FOR

Mole-Mower

E
SAL
'Iv

POWER LAWN MOWERS

THEN YOU WANT THIS

NEW 1957 MODEL—GENUINE

MOTO-MOWER

• -s.

4

WE FINANCE
AT

79'

Lb.
Tin

WITH THE NEW

46-oz ne
can

WHISPER-SOFT MUFFLER

LOW, LOW

18"

BANK
RATES

POWER

cans

AT LAST—a Professional Trimmer-Type
Mower Priced for the Average Home!
Mows lawns to putting-green smoothness • Rubber traction drivis smooths lawn at every mowing • Knee-action
design lets mower follow exact lawn contour • Mowing
unit mows right out over the edges of flower beds and
drives without scalping • Trims close up to
buildings and trees • Spring-loaded reel assures permanent precision adiustment • Dual
power drives deliver full power to mowing unit
and prop•Iling unit independently • Selector switch
gives you a wide range of
propulsion and mowing
combinations

Dial-a-Math cattIng•h•Ight adlushors •

3 29c

111.10WIN deck • Ultra-reediera non•

can"

II Style

n

•

_____ _

9 300 ogc
cans OJ

starts,' • light-werlight cent/ age-

▪

16 BEAUTIFUL
REEL mod ROTARY
MODELS PRICED
AS LOW AS $

scalping

stagg•r•d

wh••I

design

•

Full-floating shatk.obserbing h•ndle
with eesy-to-stor• position
cles•,

•

Trews

sld• •nd front.

COME IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION... NOW!

MOWERS

"LA WNMASTER"

WHY PAY HIGH
FINANCE RATES?

230° 29c

PRICES!!

"DRI:RAY" ROTARY

SAVE
WITH US!

FAMOUS, FULL
ENGINE
CLINTON LL2iP
NEW STAGGERED-WHEEL NON-SCALPING DESIGN

• Ovidt-alftestobles artKng
• bghtwiroght cost alern.nuin deck

• Tnew cles•—b.eth *We and freed
• Itr•n grass chstr,bsolion

• toil-Cooling shotk-free handle

• Now fekhers-disk safety ciseds

GUARANTEED

hel 11 Day
Facto',
Ihernmely

BIG BONUS OFFER

WI6 each mew
ore sear a
UM MORI

Advertised
ID LIFE
and POSTI
RIDE WNILE TOE MOW!

• SENSATIONAL
— PRE-SEASON

le Kroger Coupon 11111P1111111111
Jo
Of Gladiola Risco: with this
on and purchase of
wherry
22-oz.
Jar

MOTO-MOWER
"CAVALIER"

foRY BUY
FAC;

39,

ExpIres Mar. 22, 1958

VII-1 21c

18" ROTARY

WITH 4-CYCLE
IT
CLINTON OR
BRIGGS & STRATTON
ENGINE
AS AVAILABLE

17. 19c

ELIMINATES HAND CLIPPING

POWERED BY

FAMOUS BRIGGS & STRATTON
4 H.P. 4-CYCLE ENGINE
1
2/
THE FAMOUS

OVER

Moi-Movier

4 1t154111S 49c

Featuring the EXCLUSIVE

DON'T WAIT

49'
—

—

BUY NOW!

COME IN FOR A DEMONSTRATION TODAY!

' •

WERFOL BRIGGS & STRATTON 4-CYCLE ENGINE

MOTO MOWER
BUY A
AND BUY THE BEST!

1.111RILY SUPPLY

Lb. 19c

_(9 lbs

WHY FOOL AROUND WITH OFF BRAND MOWERS?,

Mi; • 5111•114 stele—leesk side
end front

• Starch, durabf•
stamped sf••l deck

'

POWER
MOWERS
in stock to
ehoose from!

WITH EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
• °wick -adlortablie
totting height

Moto-Mower

200

"It 19c
—

mower that
cuts lawn weeds

POWER
MOWERS

Advertised
in LIFE
and POSTI
'

miliammineemomme:

NOW

Sulh y Attechnsero
evadable et
Small !rho Cow

ii2C
es

•
1
1.4.
1111.1.11.110wa
.
......010144491180

.4

4

PI

v.-ay conch:sit e as regards people,
but are suggestive and call for
deeper-study. the scientists emphasized. Rats are not people
but certainly they are closer to
people. in terms of body. cheat-

B Pituitary
c Gland Most
S Important

istry, than either rabbits or
chickens. Experimental hardening
of the arteries has been pr(sztuced
ir. rabbits ,.and chickens but
never before hai, it: been done
;
•
in rats.

,

By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
• WI
- %Vhen he
NEW YOLK
•
cr • ! 'he pituitary
1--themiral
L
(
LD pianos of agoig ra•,• are increased
,
1ok at what
tr...m the •
happened.
g-• In fru-- fetna'es. extremey
vere hard( mpg of,....the arteries.
• the - Males
ha- began a: *ince: 'Mt a fatal artery disease. sprang
• t.. along u)th st(rnach ulcers.
RI: a w5sting , f male sex glandS,
ill
nd kidney st,..nes
Fur hi(. t ,rc. •
bleid presboth sexes
dr sures of an:maIs
tas ed pp. and
sp went • up naci
•!here was- an 0% er-all speeding
tas ct what sc.ence cs -the aginj.
Ltt priscesSeT.....
Results , Are Suggestive
CIE
Thetze Y'artng expertinercal.
-by 111-!
re.ul.s %%ere
tr-DirnacIr C. Wex'.er .,ncl_Benjatr.tn
3 F. M1:1(r and rep-rted to the
▪ Ame..rIcari Assn. ler :he Advance-.
• r - • r•• Sc!, nee.
it's are. not in any

•
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PACE SIX

"-Noel

Wexicr and Miller.injected into
their rats the specific hormone
stimulates the casings of the
adrenal glands. This is adrenoct;rticotrophin hormone, widely
known by its initial's, ACTIJ,

WORLD WEEK

10,
TO THWART SOVIET WEIRS,
US MAY TAKE OVER PRANC,E.$
$100 000 OW- YI AR SURSIDIES
TO TUNISIA AND MOROCCO

PUBLIC Ha/MKS AND HOUSING'
LEGISLATION. $10 BILLION
IN DEEEWSE CONTRACTS ARE
WASHINGTON SLUMP MOVES.
TAX CUT IN TALK STAGE

because it ie. widely used in
the medication of people foi
arthritis sod related ailments.
Ca..ings Secrets Hormones
The casings of ,the adrenal
glands secrete at least 28 hor-

By VERNON SCOTT
Upited Press Staff Correspondent
— Dubious
HOLLYWOOD t

•

"dr
.r•
CAN A

• ...v.. ATOM SOME DROPPED
ACCIDENTALLY IN
SOUTH CAROLINA SUT
ONLY TNT 1110.90099--I

O.

UNITED
STATES

••••••••
29 KILLED AS MARINI
PLANES COLLIDE
OFF OKINAWA

-h1„,1„

MANILA SEATO MEETING CALLED
'SOLID ACCOMPLISHMENT,"
U S. BRITAIN, FRANCE TALK
NEW APPROACH TO "SUMMIT'

SEVEN-INCH
SNOW HITS
IL PASO

PRO-WEST UMMA
PARTY WINS IN
SUDAN ELECTIONS
•

-

'PEACE CABINET • CHATS
WHEN BATISTA SUSPENDS
CIVIL RIGHTS IN CUBA

'..,•SOUTV
AMERICA

PEAR BIG OFFENSIVE
BY ALGERIAN testis

0.„„

Sammy Cahn
All Time Big.
Song Loser,

JAKARTA GOVERNMENT
LAUNCHES LAND ATTACKS
AGAINST INDONESIA REIM

10 KILLID IT IN 1(0
At JET PLANE EL NTS
DOWN IN BUENOS AIRES I

mones, (some of unknown chemical nature)., which regulate the
body's utilization of the essential
raw materials contained in food
and drink. The more ACTH
there is at work in body chemistry. the greater the amount
of adrenal hormone sat work.
The effect of injecting ACTH is
to give the body more of that
extremely potent substance than
its own pituitary gland is able
to produce.
Wexler and Miller injected the
same amounts of ACTH for the
*me length of time (three times
a week for up to seven , weeks)
into young rats, and they showed
"remarkably little" harmful results. The aging rats were beyond
-the breeding age, but were not
aged as age is measured in
the rats — .they approximated
people in their fifties.

The next year (1951) the
distinction of being the all-time
loser in .academy award competi- song *Wonder Why' was nomina:tion belongs to a bald, timid ed. Guess what won the Oscar?
little song writer who has failed 'In The Cool, Cool, Cool of The
Evening.'
in the _Oscar derby 12 times.'
He is Sammy Cahn, writer of
Came Close in 1952
•
dozens of top tunes — only one
He came close in 1952 with
of which, "Three Coins in the
Fountain," ever snagged a statu- "Because You're Mine," but again
ette.
Sammy sat and watched the
Sammy's quest for "best wong
Oscar slip away as "High Noon"
written for a —motion picture"
romped tmizigi,a winner.
began in 1942 with "I've Heard
made
It
Before.",
Song
That
Sammy rested in 1953,. a beaterP
hit parade, but "White Christ- man. Then in 1954 he caught
Under.
it
snowed
mas"
golden ring with "Three
Undaunted, S a in my bounced the
back in 1945 with, two nomina- Coins- in the Fountain."
tions — "I Fall in Love Too
Easily" and "Anywhere."
Symphonic Band
Looked Like A Cinch
SPRING CONCERT
I thought I was a cinch. But
I• only proved a guy can lose
Murray State College
twice in one race. The winner
Auditorium - 8:15 p.m.
that year was"'It Might As Well
Thursday, Marc+ 20
Be Spring."
He retttrned to the Oscar wars
in 1949 with•"It's A Grea: FeelFISH N' CHIPS
but he was left out in
:he cold when "Baby It's Cold
PLATE LUNCHES
Outside" won the award.
PIZZA
Sammy fought back . with his
BEST AT THE
ALWAYS
My
-Be
•1950,.
in
effort
t/Est
Love." The song swept the
country with Mario Lanza's recOrd, selling two million copies
alone. "Mona.'Lisa" — the lady
Phone 1482
Hazel Road
with the cool smile — froze
songwriter Sam out of the race

SOUTHSIDE
DRIVE-IN

.41=11111EMBY
'e*

7e hodsmekfsate
arne o 4.././

1#441C4 ON ADOP
'Watt/
LOG CABIN SYRUP

12-oz.jar 29c

10'

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

OFF

CARROTS
c BUNCH

••••

WIENERS
PORK ROAST
BACON

lb.

PICNIC STYLE

lb.

WC$RTHMCIRE

Delicious
"Four
Minute
MEAL!"

49c
29c
49c

lb

NIB

INII

BUSH'S CANNED GOODS SPECIALS

"

KRAUT - KIDNEY BEANS - HOMINY - YELLOW EYED
••=••

6 Ounce Jar

1.09

(.1

t,

.1".

PEAS - NAVY BEANS - MEXICAN STYLE CHILI BEANS -

BEANS

59c

NA

BAKING

CORN - GR. NORTHERN BEANS - SPAGHETTI - PORK and

FRYING

.•

BEANS - PINTO BEANS. RED BEANS - BUTTER BEANS -

MIDWEST

GREENS - MUSTARD

ICE CREAM
1/2 gal 59c

,e

•••••.

9c
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year (19511
The next
I -lime
the
npeti- song 'Wonder Why' was nominatwon
what
the
timid ed. Guess
Oscar?
failed In The Cool, Cool, Cool of The
Evening.'
ter of
Came Close In 1952
y one
n the
He came close in 195; with
statu"Because You're Mine," but again
wing Sammy sat and watched the
eture" Oscar slip away as "High Noun"
Heard romped lmtrieaa winner.

made
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r wars
.Feelall in
; Cold
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copies
e lady
froze
• race

word ter ene day,

minimum of 17 words for 100

r FOR SALE

Sammy rested in 1953, a beaten.
man. Then in 1954 he caught
the: golden ring with "Three

Symphonic Band
SPRING CONCERT
Murray State College
Auditorium - 8:15 p.m.
Thursday, Mardi 20
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Answer to Yesterday's Pozzie
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ALWAYS BEST AT THE
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statesman
43-Wei5ht of
India
44-Mediterranean
Island
46 -Lairs
15-Existcd
be IV
61-Devoured
53-Mark of
a miroNal
55-Kind, of
smoke.
$3-Frult (pl.)
61,,. Fruit drink
62-Scorches
64-F.gfts
65-Armed
conflict
64-(;rowing out of
67-Still

1-Pronoun
4-Collect
ft-Itodent
12- Affirmative •
vote
13- Utmost ex tent
14-Man's name
15-Small Part
17 -Stinging
sensation
19-Place for
p 41r-oh lp
21- inlet •
72-1 .6.111Ag•
24-Negative
26- Entreaty
19-Peneath
11-Uppermi.st part
33-Cloth measure
34-Note of scale35-('orded cloth
37-Tamale soldier
39-Three-toad
Sloth
1

sywitysote

aci

3-Hr Id hack
4-Landed
y In Italy
6-Part of to be'
7-I:. se for
portrait
5-k1
9-Fi..st
10-5.1 arsons
It -Stab.mato
14-Chang.

DOWN
1-Possessmi
2-Organ of sight
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are payable in advanee.

Is., choose from), bedroom suites,
breakfast sets, aLao good selection of used stoves. and refeigenaters, used 11 et. deep* freeze,
SINGER Sewing Machine Sales.
metal cabinets of all kinds and
Service on all makes. Phone
sizes. Exchange Funrature Co.,
Leon Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or
3rd & Maple. Ph. 877.
M22C
after 4:00.
Al2C
USID
Garden
Tractor,
disc,
plow,
cultivator
and
grader Mattresses
Rebuilt
ha"
new.
blade. Call 519, Lampkina Matar West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.,
aales.
M22C Paducah, Ky. Murray representative Tabens Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
TFC

LOST: Large blue - grey oat,
looks like rnakeer. U seed please
phone 600.
1422C

NOTICE ,

E "Services Offered

CLEAN, COTTON
RAGS. No
buttons, rippers.
and
Ledger
Thmes. Phone 55.
TF

FOR RENT
ROOM
unturnashad
apartElectrically heated. Available immediately. Ronald
W.
M20C
Churchill. Phamie 7,

4

ment.

By UNITED PRESS
Lexington
and
Xavier
St.
Dunibae reeled off unspecaacular
victories to open the 41st Kentucky High Schaal Basketball
night,
Wednealay
Tournament
caminiaelng two "country cousins" making their first nervous
appearances in the big show.
U the opening raelat proceedings were unusually placid that
serrinsphere is sure to change
today when eight teams do battle in a frantic scramble from
mid-morning to mad-everring.
In action in the first game
stall-tang at 9 a.m, c.s.t. were
South Hopkiins and Clay—follamed by the IfudgenvilleaMonticello game at 10:45 am

HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. WaxFULLER BRUSH representative
free. in Murray. Cosmetics, household ers, orbital sanders, vacuums,
lawn rellers. Starks Hardware,
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan products, new type nylon dust
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142.,
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7 maps, etc. Freed Curd, pia.he
TFC
days a week. Call long distance 2168-X-J.
M21C
Cynahdan.a goes up against facellect, Mayfield 433, Union City
Today's Kentucky High School vared Clark County at 2 p.m.
1308.
A7C
Basketball Tournament Schedule and soaaayaalle and
Boo-ang
DEAD

STOCK

removed

Invitation To Bid

• 'By

Crean High Street meet at 3:45
a:el. Co ..ngton Grant aperia the
Hazard
at 7:30 pan. and Benton and
Daviess •CoUTity bump in .the
anal game due to start at 945
p.m.
St. Xavier, which has been
tattle-dc-se anee 1935, opened up
in She secend half and over.Ben'..-)n -- Davies's County 9:15 iatuarned a scrappy Beaver Dam
team, 62-46, in the heat game
pen.
af the .tournarnent.
_Kentucky. High School Basket.
-The Tigers of Gene Rhodes
ball Tournament Scores
haa a tough time turning back
or write Mrs. Bette Piercey,
Also four, two ton trucks with
St. Xavier 62 Beaver Dam 46
the Beavers for a erne- After
P.O. Box 100a, Jackson. If rural the following specifications:
leading by 11 panes ait 18-7 at
Lexingan Dunbar 82
include dareettens to home arid
Two speed axle. 1900 pounds'
Meade Memorial 60
the end of the find. period Beaphone number.
M20C
gross vehicle weight. 825x20,
•
10 ply tube type tires. Standard cab with heater and defroster, heaviest springs, front
and rear.
WE HAVE an opening for a
Two adjustable long armed
supervi:.or, with State Ineuzance mirrors. Minimtrm one quart
Co. of Kentucky. Wrate stating
replacement element type oil
fuJi insearrniatam or call .in parfilter. Minimum one quart oil
son,, 200 Sutairo• Bldg., Paducah,
bath type oil cleaner, or dry
Ky. Italteriee held in confidence. element type.
MZIC
72- inch cab to axle measurement. Two front two hooks.
Bid on both 6 and 8 cylinder
engine, specify horse power.
BABY SITTING in my borne
The Calloway County Fiscal
day or bnight. Mrs. Linda ThornCourt will purchase the follow
ton'. Phone 534-R.
M20inc
mg equpment and machnery at
their regular--meeting on April
1, 1958, in the Cpunty Judge's
Office in the Court- Houae in
Murray, Calloway County, 'Ky.
LADIES (41, part time, to work
You are marked to bid on - the
16 traurs eutaide the Marie and
following equipment
average $28.25 per week. Hours
One bucket type gravel loadof own choice. No oar or experience needed. For interview er eq u ipped with a one yard
in your home, phane Jackson, bucket, also one and one-halfTenn., 2-1888- --alter 8:00 pin., yard bucket

Bus. Opportunities

Male Help Wanted

lams. 1.44.

1 , '`Ibn J.it 'Nana around Some
wralhed .,,:es it Wonld be weeks be
tie.ure
patiojL
lack's flights from Coronado to It
side by side across the
,.ri dlove the walk throirth thillano he didn't fl 3i • recolar me crazy!"
1 flurried ner erie?k. "111 t?
grams to net kidney- schedule and Tom waeld make
d swimming pool l'he lightS an awful pest ot rtimself For a happy to Mitre it with you, nate;
"Ma':e us a 'no!: 11-21
o • tri the twat time wed, tong time 1 put up with nim
stomeroda nail turned cause he was such a good friend and .sods tor me It'll dem -e
'Many decided
get tios'off my eaest ltD f11:-..0
'Len the ittstres nail r ot Jack's.
• Ne sat close togrther In the itouldn't stand' him any longer in. talk better! stood, bent and Kissed rot
... enema the other lam na-a-eand deciJed to tell him off. I
Jack fi- cheek and told tier I'd -tie e-stet
arriever had to. though
-Ted
t on tipped her coffee ''What nally wised up and did it for me back. I left • the living room and
walked OM onto the patio morrid
•• eh +lam, In tlie Caribbean. Why do you ask?"
I shrugged No particular rea• it. I went to.the portable bar I
••
son." I wondered why Lear had checked the ice bucket. It Was
•• ', O! so moil Ilea that day
been so quick and so forceful an almost enolty I sloshed bourbon
Itorreu , • tea more
denying that he and Forbes nad in one glass. Scotch in another,
..rt'llai to nail figured
ever been dim. 'friends I decided and took them to the kitchen I
engineer so I'd est
got an ice tray trom the refrigto think that throeeh later.
a civil engineer. Joan
1 turned to Joan. "You one of erator, took it to he :-ink ran
in) i work for naa
curgris
those people who insist on wait- water over it Until the
ig a dani in the Rehour after eating before elfne tree, then dumped a hats'.
an
ing
I've been
. iorapra
swimming?"
FA of cubes into each glass AS
. iv float ot the tame fot
"That routine's an exploited the cubes clinked into the glass
months
"
five.
I heard .4 mi.ffled tlud from the
theory," she said. '
'Must be wonder'
"'Got any swim shorts for a direction of Joan's bedroom It
i.e' a Mari and do things like man?- I asked her.
sounded as if something fairly
"Sure," she said. "You'll find heavy perhaps a piece of formroom."
tore. ad heel overturned I rem
Ion seem to be doing all some In the dressing
In is matter of minutes 1 I little water into my glass Joan
"Yeah. Yeah, I guess so." She jollied her at the pool. She was had probably decided to repair
probillOy
make-tip. She'd
soddenly, • 'What did Jack in a pink bathing suit. We dove her
•
r'orbes tell you about his job in Into the miol water and swam the stumbled over something in her
li'reatatio7"
length of the pool and then back room and had turned it over,
I remembered, just in the nick
d been pretty close friends, again. She stopped and clung to
about
retz.e..ibet .1 He told me
a side. I stopped beside her. Her of tore. that Joan wanted soda
same ol the thingsne'd dune, was short blonde hair was plastered in her Scotch. I looked around the
,for Carcase°. The secret to her skull. The moonlight high- kitchen and didn't see any I re.misitions. The cloak-and-dagger lighted her cheekbones and shad- membered that there had been
stott. • 1 wits trying to remember owed her cheeks below them. Her soda on the portable bar in the
.7VitlaIt1.estr hail told me about teeth were very white. She looked patio. I went back through the
flair 31W1/1 for tarritaco. vety pixie I took her in my arms living room to the patio. I filled
ti i, l_o
' Perip.e in and out of the &run- and klased her. She whirled, Joan's glass with soda. I stood
. tr.,/ late at niwht. Unauthorized ducked, kicked against the side of there for 0 moment breathing the
aeaai photos. Secret movements the pool for'momentum, and was fresh night air into my lungs. I
ot funes in and out of the coon- gone. I ducked and followed her. had a very strong and very happy
I grabbed for a slippery ankle feeling that I was just about to
she interrupted Me. "I know and missed. She surfaced for tilt'. get Information that would clear
all aboot that. What else did he I followed her. As I surfaced sho this whole thing up Jack Forbes
ducked again and daeted away in seemed to be the key figure in
' tell you?"
I shrugged. "Well, nothing a swirl of watert I gulped air, this whole mess. After Joan had
much. Except that he admitted surface-dived and followed her. talked I felt sure the various
was getting In pretty deer, When. I surfaced again she was segments would fall into their
7dowia there. H. void he antici- sitting on the side of the pool proper places.
I left the patio and went back
pated trouble. Bat the pay was so opposite me. She was grinning at
good he planned to hang on as me. I swam slowly across the across the living oni and looked
pool. I pulled myself to a sitting through the open bedroom door,
tong as he could
*X'sStig . !teemed ;elieved, "And peacition beside her. Soddenly she the two glasses in my hands. Joan
turned to me. Her arms went lay face down across the bed!
'hat's all he told you
-That's all. Is there more'!" around my neck. Her lips went Her rigat arm dangled over the
tried to make it sound casual. for mine. A hand dog at the side of the bed and the fingers of
tiler! Was enough moon to hack of my neck. My hands ca- her right hand rested limply on
ebt her face. I watched her. She ressed the firm, satin-smooth the floor. A widening pool of
blood splotched the bedspread beher breath. The mintries length of her hack.
Suddenly she twisted from me. neath her head.
tier taws tensed, Ann for a
My whole body went pemb. I
usefiii split-second I watched She stared at me. I could see tiny
was only dimly comic-010 of the
cat what seemed to me an flecks of light in her eyes„,.
"Did marriage ever enter Into fact that the glasses slipped from
desire to unload some
d informution that had your calculations, Dolan?" she my nerveless fingers and shatrigging for release for a saki lightly, and I pondered the tered on the floor at my feet.
1 walked on rubbery legs to the
▪ time. 'The stisdenactui mo- question before following her into
bad. I forced myself to put a
oassed. She breathed deepla. the house.
Forty minutes later, when we hand on each of Joan's %boulders
. afro relaxed.
"N thing that I know of." she were dried off and dressed again, and turn her over. She was no
we sat side-by-Side in the living longer lovely. Her throat had
laallv raid,
I ttirm41 to 'her, "You know room. Now. when Joan spoke, been slashed and she WHIS dead.
her voica was tense. "Brad, you
liar, don't you?"
"I'd be a %Rang duck If I
▪
t lace Wrinkled Into an ex- were a friend of Jack's. There's
lafl ot &Owe. -That party, something you should k now. tried to run So I sto011 there
ear nave - A real ghoul Vik• Something you must know. I..." and %MAI for the man with
the gun to make the first
Ile•k loithes were At inie
She hesitated.
stliry takes an
MoN e"
"Yes?"
,!.1
re. i, 1 idaO . Tbi ell\
"I've never told anybody. It's exciting turn tomorrow.
making nasses at me

UNITED PRESS
..
Hepiair.s - Coy C-un',Y
9 arm calsa.
Floalarealle - Mlanfakeillo
10:45
a.m.
Cynithiana - Clark Cawley 2
p.m. Bawling Green High St.falayville 3:45 p.m.
Covington Grant-Hazard 730
p.m.
South

I

The County Judge wall receive bids on the above described emeprnent at his office any'
time radar to 3:00 p.m. Saladc.ay, March 29, 1958. •
Calloway County reserves the
Datrejeot any and all bads.
.1
M20-25

night

....a

[—HELP WANTED
LADY TO DO la aLse work mad
care far three chadren one or
two days each week. Mrs. Jirn
M20C
Perm. Phine 1731,

4

A tender love scene between Natalie Trundy and
Dean Stockwell, the teen-age stars of "The Careless
years" the United Artists release which opens on
Friday at the Murray Drive-In Theatre. "Dawn At
Socorro", an actionful Technicolor Western is on the
same program.
•

vet* Dana, in the tournament for
the false time, came roaring
'oack and closed the gap to two
points at the end of1 the half,
when the score read 30-28.
St. Xavier packed up a 10point lead after 'the' inaermiesian
and Mad a 43-33 lead at the
end of the third period. The
Otto County c..u.b was never
able to get back in the gams
as the 'lagers contraaied the oail
...he rest of the way.
Beaver Dam's Jarnmy Brawn
was the game's Leading soarer
wish 20 points, foitoweet by St.
Xavier's Larry Duddy, whia,,,goa
17. Lexington Dunbar, who' became the first Negro team to
quaiafy for the state tournament
.by wiefeeng Lex:rig-on Lafayetle in a woad 18-12 overtime
regional game, led nearly all
ithe way in defeating Meade
Mernarial, -82-60.
Meade Memel-lel led only once

The Lexingtan schoal opened
up at ahat pain: a n d Atari,
Shouting
Rabert
Jackson
and
JtkatX3 Berry did meat of the
damage, tneving -the Bearcaits to
a 14 point leN at, halftime.
Aaer Clii rectos It was only
mataer af_ 'haw mucha _are
Dumber was in -full controL
Jack,- 'n wa
tht game'a high •
ozareo v : h. 20 j arts fail-owed
y
oal's
Harry
Meeks
19, Berry with 18
and Paul Seater of iviernorial
wfah 17.
10011.11111111111Maaa?
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U. S. Wins
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of three
years and
in
50,1000
t...miles

GRUMS, Sweden ilfi — The
United States ice hockey beam,
whicli finished fifth in the world
amateur champonehips 1 a is t
weekend, scored a 6-4 victory
over a Swedoth all-star teani
Tuesday.

An
avalanche
o
a
inf
rmS
itip
es
a.n.ish

COMPLETED

It has

NEW YORK IA —Jay Norman
al Temple and Hank Merano of
St.- Peeerts. (1
.4.1.) were named
to the Eao team Menday for
the annual Est W est charity
baakettrall ga m e at Mattson
Square Garden. March 29. Their
naming completed .the &lot 10irsan team.

ftiheeshhhungers
_ _of the
thunder
-41
The
onf ibitl.tt;re

elia me
T
Aric; em
tit‘ulrfomt04
en

STEPENSON TO CANADA
EDMONTON ilPi -a Former
Georgia Tech Ali-America center
Don Stephinsen has signed to
play professional foatball with j
the Edmonton Eskimos of the
Canadian Football League's Wes
tern 411Division. Stephenson was I
the Washington Redskins' 19th
Craft cta ice last year.

for all ...
For
all time!
CARY GRIf•Tr
FRANK SinATRA
SOPHia, WREN
St asnlev
iCessme,B

Arkaneras maantaais wholly or
part:ally 37 game preserves containing a total of 660.200 acres
a or nau,glay a LttIe more than
I one thousand square miles.
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by Ernie Bushmiller

NANCY
WAY YOU
LOOK TWICE
AS HANDSOME

THIS

SLUGGO--- I'LL
TAKE YOUR
PICTURE

•••••••

by Raeburn Van Buren

ABB1E an SLATS
AND NOW YOU'RE HCailE HOME WHERE YOU BELONG,'

YEAH -TM...
aaaa-araa, t'r•S•a-NN
I'M HOME itowir;
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LIU ABNER
IT S BETTER. Atel 5l-k-%.1Lt)
D1E,A BLOB,AT Tat'

MEANWHILE- TIME AND
,MUD MUSHROOMS HAVE
WROUGHT GREAT CHAtaaaE5
IN Lat._ ABNER

BOTTOM

0' TH IS --

WHEN'S IT

"-TAINT

NEVER
comIN
DOWN"

COMIN. DOW N 7

ri
h,H CAIN'T STAND
TH'SIGHT 0'MAH'aELF

NO LONGER T.0

a

•

.•

a

r

MURRAY *

It
has the
rugged
grandeur
• of Spain
in it ...

midway in the first quarter. At
the end of the find period, Dunbar started to move, and held
a two point lead at 20-18.

EAST TEAM

RUN

SUNDAY & MONDAY

istw

II). 29

r

ii
..,
..1
.
4irrzr
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L. sr sa 2:irt16

•r,

9 •

/4/r.

St. Xavier And Dunbar
Both Reel Off Strong Wins

I

T • N r.„...„,,a,

19

1

2.-Decay
22-Hot and sticky.
21-Join
25-Pull
17 -Puff up
2R-Foridaner
30-Thing,
-, in law
327-Morca•iin
116-Church hench
38-Hamper
41-Wild ass of
Asia
43- Et hloplan title
45-Use
47-Music • as
written,
49- ISbgin
12 Alaelic
54-Part of chorch
56-Cry of coaw
95-flirt', name
5' Colt of
Japan,.*
currency
$9- n Ire4 on ins
fin- Poised for
Portrait
63-Cooled lava

per

IIIWtftPfNE#001 Ng WILLIAM FULLER

303 CAN

HER qt.

60

Free snuffler chock. Let US service your ear. It pleases us to
please you. We give Top Value
Stamps. Main Street Shell Sere,
ItEFRIGERAT!ORS, elec6:h & Main, phone 9119. Thomas
etc motors, 411
'IC stoves, DuoJong, owenr. Porter Chilcutt,
Mean oil heaters. We buy and
M21C
eal used appliances and motors. Irla/lager.
El Dill. Phone 068.
TFC
JUST ARRIVED! New shipment
NEW & USED TIRES. We in- of hying room suite's, platform
mufflens and tail pipes. rockers, swivel chairs (a _sizes

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FISH N' CHIPS
PLATE LUNCHES
PIZZA

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Dental braces. Wire and
bridge
pin 'wit*.
Resernbles
without teeth. Reward. Phone
1765-J.
True

iunced
mina- Coins in the Fountain."
s Too

a But
a lose
vinner
s Well
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LEDGER & TIMES -- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

B Pituitary
c Gland Most
S Importifit

l

v. ay cor.c.11,4ve as regards people,
bw' gire suggestive and call for
deeper study, the scientists ernphasized. Rats are not people
:nit Certainly they are closer to
r.•,r.'e. in •erns of body chem.,-

1

istry, than either -rabbi's or
chickens. Experimental hardening
of the arteries has been produced
in rabbits and chickens but
never before has it bten done
11 rats.

widely usrxi ID
Wexler and Miller injected into because it
their rats the specific hormone the medication of people foi
r: hritis aad related ailments.
stimulates the casings of the
.Ca.inge Secrete Hormones
adrenal glands. This is adrenoThe casings of ,the adrepal
corticotrophin hormone, widely
known by its initials, ACTP. glands secrete at least 28 hor-

ifft)

By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
Ur
NEW YOLK
— When the
- chemiral.p.a‘er of the pituitary
ott Aiii.ands of aging ri.'s are increased
• fiarn the ou•saie, look at what
happeqed.
•
etIn he females. extremely. severe harden1g of the arteries
ha _began a
onee: in the males
al a fatal arery disease sprang
3 up, along with stomach ulcers,
sa a wasting t ,f mate sex -glands,
mit and kidney stones.
Fur herrn,We. he 131,•,41 pressures of animals of both sexes
:4 went., up nad staved up, and
le there was an over-al speeding
bs of what science sa;:g ":he agmg
it processes
Reaults Are Suggestive
These sfart;ing. experimental
resuLs.were, _ obtained
Drs,
C. Wexler and Benkamin
ti Ilernadr
F. Miller .and reported to the
p
American Assn. -for ;hc AdvanceSco ••e ..

rustic WORKS AND HOUSING
LEGISLATION. $TO BILLION
si DEFENSE CONTRACTS ARE
WASHINGTON SLUMP MOVES
TAX UT IN TALK STAGE
•ISe

WORLD WEEK

TO THWART SOVIET OFFERS.
US MAY TAU OVER FRANCA'S
$IDO 000 000-Y E AR SUBSIDIES
TO TUNISIA AND MOROCCO

11
,

•
,

,
0
14
1'
11

ATOM AOM• °Nom°
ACCIDENTALLY IN
SOUTH CAROLINA, BUT
ONLY TP41 EXPLODES

UNITED
STATES

29 KILLED AS MARINE
PLANES COLLIDE
OFF OKINAWA

:

SEVEN-INCH
SNOW HITS
EL Paso

PRO-WEST UMMA
PARTY WINS IN
SUDAN ELECTIONS

PEACE CABINET" QUO'S
WHEN BATISTA SUSPENDS
CIVIL RIGHTS IN CUBA

SOUTH
AMERICA

FEAR BIG OFFENSIVE
KY ALGERIAN REBELS

0.

MANILA SEATO MEETING CALLED
'SOLID ACCOMPLISHMENT,"
US. SRITAIN, FliNCE TALK
NEW APPROACH TO "SUMM/r
.e*
..41teC

•

•
NE„ro

JAKARTA GOVERNMENT
LAUNCHES LAND ATTACKS
AGAINST INDONESIA REBELS

It

gam

By VERNON SCOTT
United Press Staff Correspondent
— Dubious
HOLLYWOOD I

41.

CANA
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Sammy Cahn
All Time gig ••
Song Loser

4 10 KoLtED 11 INJURED
AS JET PLANE FLAMES
DOWN IS BUENOS AIRES

mones, (some of unknown chemieal na:ure), which regulate the
body's utilization' of the essential
yaw naterials contained in food
and drink. The more ACTH
there is at work-Jai body chemistry, the greater, the amount
of adrenal hormone sat work.
The effect of injecting ACTH is
to give the body more of that
extremely potent substance than
its own pituitary gland is able
to produce.
Wexler and Miller injected the
same amounts of ACTH for the
game length of time (three times
a week for up to seven, weeks)
into young rats, and they showed
"remarkably little" harmful results. The aging rats were beyond
the breeding age, but were not
aged as age is measured in
the rats — they approximated
people, in -theft fifties.

.T.he next year (1951) the
distinction of being the allvtime
loser in academy award competi- song 'Wonder Why' was nominwtion belongs to a bald, timid eci. Guess what won the Oscar?
little song writer who has failed 'In The Cool, Cool, Cool of The
Evening.'
in the Oscar derby 12 times.
He is Sammy Cahn, writer of
Came Close In 1952
do;eps a top tunes *— only one.
of *Filch, "Three Coins in the
He came close in 1952 with
Fountain," ever snagged a statu- "Because You're Mine," but again
ette.
Sammy sat and watched the
Sammy's quest for -"best wong
Oscar slip away as "High Noon"
written for a motion picture"
romped home a winner.
began in 1942 with "I've Heard
made
It
Before."
Song
That
Sammy rested in 1953, a beaten
hit parade, but "White Christ- man. Then in 1954 he caught
under.
it
mas" snowed
in y bounced the golden ring with "Three
Undaunted, S a
bat* in 1945 v4th two nomina- Coins in the Fountain."
tions — "I Fall in Love Too
Easily" and "Anywhere."
Symphonic Band
Looked Like A Cinch
SPRING CONCERT
I thought I was a cinch..But
Murray State College
I only proved a guy can lose
twice in one. race. The winner
Auditorium - 8:15 p.m.
that year was 'It Might As Well
ThuAtlay, March 20
Be Spring."
He returned to the .Oscar wars
in 1949 with "It's A Great FeelFISH N' CHIPS
ing," but he was left out in
the cold when "Baby It's Cold
PLATE LUNCHES
Outside" won the awa,rd.
PIZZA
Sammy fought back with his
BEST AT THE
ALWAYS
My
"Be
1950.
in
effort
best
Love." _ The song swept the
country with Mario Lanza's record selling two million copies
alone. "Mona 'Lisa" — :he lady
froze
Phone 14192--Hazel Road
with the cool smile
songwriter Sam out of 'the race

SOUTHSIDE
DRIVE-IN
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Atc-AV
12-oz.jar 29

LOG CABIN SYRUP

10'

CABi3AGE
"SWIFT'S PREMIUM

OFF

CARROTS

10

C

BUNCH

WIENERS
PORK ROAST
BACON

6 Ounce .1 ,r

lb.

lb.
NM

BUSH'S CANNED GOODS SPECIALS

Swifthi

Held Co‘densed
CHILI with BEANS -

1.09

PICNIC STYLE

W°RTHM°RE

Delicious
"Four
Minute
MEAL!"

49c
29c
49c

lb

FOR BAkIN

59c

G6 FRYING

KRAUT - KIDNEY BEANS - HOMINY - YELLOW EYED
PEAS - NAVY BEANS - MEXICAN STYLE CHILI BEANS -

•

CORN - GR. NORTHERN BEANS - SPAGHETTI - PORK and
BEANS - PINTO BEANS - RED BEANS --BUTTER BEANS -

MIDWEST

SWEET PEAS

ICE CREAM
59c

GREENS - MUSTARD
303 CAN

ING

2 gal.
/
1

79
3
AR
SUG
10
COFFEE

2CANS 19!

GODCHAUX

lb

lb

Can

SALAD DRESSING

FLAVORKIST

99c

. There's nothing Tikhke
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FIG BARS
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iT.he next year (1951) the
ipeti- song 'Wonder Why' was nominattimid ed. Guess what won the Oscar?
failed 'In The Cool, Cool, Cool of The
Evening.'
er of
Came Close In 1952
r one
.
the
He came close in 1952 with
itatu"Becauae You're Mine," but again
wong Sammy a sat and watched the
lure" Oscar slip away as "High Noon"
leard romped home a winner.

made
Mist-

Sammy rested in 1953, a beaten
man. Then in 1954 he caught
anced the golden ring with "Three
nina- Coins in the Fountain."
Too
Symphonic Band

. But.
lose
'inner
Well

wars
Feelii
Cold

h his
My
t he

SPRING CONCERT
Murray Ste College
Auditorium - 8:15 p.m.
Thurttlay, Marc+ 20

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Dental braces. Wire and
pin luelte. Resemblea
bridge
without teeth. Reward. Phone
1765-J.
TInic
as per Word for

*no

day, minimum Of 17 weeds fee SO

— Se pee weed fie three days. Glessifled ode are payeble le edemas.

Free muffler chock. Let us service your car. It pleases us to
pletaae you. We give Top Value
Stamps. Main Street Shell Sere.,
& Main, phane 9119. Thomas
.1431Wel, OW/4v. Porter ch.k-utt,
manager.
M21C

tio chootae from), bedroom suites,
breakfast sets, also good selecNOTICE
tion of used stoves and refrig(attars, used 11 a. deep freeze,
REFRIGERATORS, elecSINGER Sewing Maclaine Sales.
metal cabinets of all kinds and
7-i' 11,1ors, elecrxie stoves, DuoService on all makes. Phone
.azes.
Exchange
Furniture
Cu.,
1i ail heaters. We bay and
Leon Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or
3rd
&
Maple.
Ph.
877.
M22C
ited appaaneets and motors.
after 4:00.
Al2C
It Dill. Phone 988. • - - TfC
USED
Garden
Thactur, disc,
JUST ARRIVED! New shipirnerst plow, cultivator
and
gradee Mattresses Rebuilt ha, new.
VfW Sc USED TIRES:- We fin- of hving room suite's, platform
blade. Call 519, Lampkins Motor West Ky. Mattress, Mfg. Co.,
mufflers and tail pipes. puckers, swivel chairs (3 sizes Sales.
M22C Paducah, Ky. Murray representative Tabens Upholstery Shop,
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
TIC
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Pnrzie

r FOR SALE

1

r

ACROSS

FISH N' CHIPS
PLATE LUNCHES
PIZZA
ALWAYS BEST AT THE

Teecopies

lady
froze
race

SOUTFLSIDE
DRIVE-1N
Hazel Road

Phone 1482-

I

statesman
42-Welght of
India
44 -Mediterranean
Island
46 -lairs
4$- Sxtsted
-so be it!
61-Devoured
63-Mark of
atitiroval
66-Kinds or
smokes
53-Fruit (pl.)
it- Fruit drink
67-Scotches
64-Eggs
GS-Armed
eeriffict
64-f:rowing out of
67-Still

Pronoun

4-Collect
6---Itodent
12-Affirmative
Sole
13-Utnioer ex lent
14-Mans name
IS-Small part
17-Stinging
Sensation
16-Place for
worship
31-Inlet
22-llamas,
24,-Nesative
24- FntrestY
23-tieneath
11-1'pp,rmoat part
33-Cloth nicaxiirs.
34-Note of scale
15-Corded cloth
37-Female soldier
••19-Three-toed
sloth

ER

Ia

3-Hold back
4-Landed
6-City in Italy
6-Part of 'to be''
7-cose for
g_toaritralt

7$

ea217

immeabwie

V:

23

,. ,„

3:

(7).34
.6A

W

11
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FULLER BRUSH represerutative
free. in Murray. Cosmetaca, household
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan pnoducts, new type nylon dust
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7 maoas, etc. Freed Curd,- -phone
days a week. Call long distance 2168-X-J.
-2421C
STOCK

20

6-6,-alt
10-Everson*
11 -Man mat*
16-Change
18-Pinch
2.--Deeey
22-Hot and stick? .
23-JoIn
25-Pull
27 -Puff up
23-Foreigner
SO-Thing. In law
32- Nlocce.in
36-Church bench
48-Harnper
41-Wild ass of
A-la
43- Ethiopian title
46-Use
4-7-M-efile its
written
St- Begin
62
64-Part of chorls
56-Cry of crow
54 -fliers.oarne
57,-Ufirt of
Japanese
currency
,erne
titIA-Posed few
yii.rt rail
63-Cooled lava

CAN

apart4 ROOM
unturniahed
merit. Electrically heated. Available immediately. Ronald W.
Churchill. Phone 7.
M20C
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Waxers, orbital sanders, vacuums,
Lawn rollers. Starks Hardware,
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142.
l'FC

Invitation T4vBid

Basketball
By

er

Kentucky 1410 School Basket- ball Tournament Scores
Also four, two ton trucks with
St. Xavier 62 Beaver Dam 46
the following specifications:
Leatingan Dunbar 82
Two speed axle. 1900 pounds
Meade Memorial 60

Male Help Wanted
WE HAVE an (opening for
auperriaor, with State Insurance
Co. Of Kentuckt. Wriee slatang
full inanarbation or call in person. 200 Suthae Bldg., Paattim_ah,
Ky. anquirias held ,n cantidence.
IVI21C

long armed
mirrors. Minimum one quart
replacement element type oil
filter. Minimum one quart oil
bath type oil cleaner, or dry
element type.

I".
I
t
Jack wasn't around Some 3,01 I Waal:
ores it would be weeks hely ren
aide to) aide across th• patio • tack's flights from Coronado to it Wit:: ,S-,:t coae be.uee it ...4-144:1
then ihrevr the • ara'k tbroneh the Miami he didn't fly a regular me CreZy!"
I •trz-tied ner cheat. -I'll ry
Shirley. schertele and Tom would make
matted grass to ner
shared ebbliT111191::" pool l'he llghts an aaltil peat of nimself For a happy to soare it with you. tiehy.us a 'met Bell .•.•ar..:h
had Lee f
the first tune vee'd tong time I put up with him bebeen 0-it Somen.dy nail turned. cause he was Such a good friend and sorts tor me It'll aeon me
deeided
1
get this oft my chest. It'll al3...e
Mern
it .vLen the others nad of Jack's. 1 'Many
r' ,
left ave sat clear together in the couldn't stand film any longer me talk better."
him
off
I
'Ind
deckled
tell
risi
to
I stood. bent and kissed re!'
two
decd.. (main the other
• '
Jack fl- cheek and told ner I'd ere r trot
never had to. though
wised up and did it for me back. I left the living room and
.1-m tipped her coffee "What nail)
walked out onto the patio be. o-iel
u...r • •••i doing in the Caribbean. Why do you ask?"
' I shrugged "No particular rea• it. I werit to the portable bat •I
I wondered why Lear had Checked the ice thicket It was
a so marts ilea that day
been so quack and so foretqul in almost ernt1ty I sloshed bourbon
• figarets a few
more
nun ngur.„,„ denying that he and Forbore nad in one glass. Scotch in another,
ever been el( se blends I decided and took them to the kitchen I
di engineer eo I'd das
got an ice tray from the ref•rtto think that throeeh later
• eivu engineer. Joan
I turned to Joan. "You one of erator took it to the rink ran
, any
i work for nes
those people who insist on wait- water over it until the Clirws
leg a dam in the Ren ing an hour after eating before came free, then 'lumped a heldlmaprave
.
ful of cubes into each glass As
Nest moat of the time tot
mming ?"
--That routine's an exploded the cubes cltnked into the glass
five months
I heard a muffled 0 ud from the
theory," she said.
.• ..•,;t.ea 'Must be wonderIt
"Got any swim shorts for a direction of Joan's bedroom
things
like
a
Or'
man and do
sounded as if something fairly
man?'" I asked her.
furni"Sure," she said. "You'll find heavy perhaps • piece of
i
l'•ed seem to be doing all some In the dressing room."
ture ..ad Ned overturned I ran
In a matter of minutes I a little water into my glass Joan
"7 Pith. Yeah, I guess so" She joined her at the po01. She WWI had probably decided to repair
probe ley
,U.It's4 suddenly. What did Jack in a pink bathing suit. We dove her
make-u,. She'd
aorbes tell you about his job in into the cool water and swam the stornhled over something In tier
4.rotiiiiiii7'•
length of the pool and then back room and had turned it over.
been pretty close friends. again. She stopped and clung to
I remembered, just in the nick
me
about
.-eu.codber f tie told
a side. I stopped beside her. Her of ante. that Joan wanted !eels
aame at the thrifts ne'd done, was short blonde hair was Plastered In her Scotch. I looked around the
cuing. for Carraaeo. The secret to her skull. The moonlight nigh- kitchen and didn't see any I ret:limo:is_ The cloak-and-dagger lighted her cheekbones and shad - membered that there had been
tuft
i wits trying to remember owed her cheek below them. Her soda on the portable bar in the
trPienait Lear had told me shout teeth were very white. She looked patio. I went back through the
nut soils for tarmac°. very pixie I took her in my arms living room to the patio. I filled
, iFt.irLfa
People in and out of the coun- and kissed her. She whirled, Joan's glass with soda. I stood
at night. Unauthorized ducked, kicked against the side of there for; moment breathing the
late
'
ire
..
•
_aerial photos. Secret movements the pool for momentum, and was fresh night air into my lungs. I
of funiia in and out of the coun- gone. I ducked and followed her. had airery strong and very happy
• tr.-"
I grabbed for a slippery ankle feelirrg that I was just about to
•
She interrupted me. "I know and missed. She surfaced for %Ir, get information that would clear
did
he I followed her. As I surfaced she this whole thing up Jack Forbes
alt aboin that What else
tell you?'
ducked again and darted away In seemed to be the key figure in
atirugged. "Well, nothing a swirl of water. I gulped air. this whole mess. After John' had
morn. F:v!ept that lie admitted surface-dived and followed hex. talked I felt Bare the varimis
was getting in pretty deep When I surfaced again she was•segments would fall Into their
'down . there He seld he antict- sitting on the aide of the pool proper places.
pated trouble. But the pay wan so opposite me She was grinning at
I left the patio and Went back
good he planned to hang on is me. I swam slowly across the across the living ,arm and looked
sitting
myself
to
•
irung as he could
pulled
pool. I
through the open bedroom door,
reemed
relieved. "And position beside her. Suddenly she the two glasses in my hands. Joan
She
turned to me. Her arms went lay face down arrow the bed,
that's all he told your
.. "That's all. Is thpre more?" around my. neck. Her lips went tier right arm dangled over the
l'rl tried to make it s7iiind casual. for mine. A hand dug at the side of the bed and the fingers of
rhere Was enough moon to tack of my neck. My hands ca- her right hand rested limply on
rd tier face. I watched her. She ressed the firm, satin-Smooth the floor. A widening pool of
blood splotched the bedspread be'lit hir breath. Thr musrles length of her back.
Suddenly she twisted from me. neath her head.
der Jaws tensed, And for a
aplit-eeetind I watched she stared at me. I could see tiny
My whole body went nlimb I
was only dimly comic-mils of the
'ight what seemodi te'rne an flecks of light in her eyes.
-Did marriage ever enter into fact that the glasses slipped from
desire to unload some
t information that had I your calculations, Dolan?" she my nerveless fingers and shat• agging for release for a i said lightly, and I pondered the tered on the floor at my feet.
Lama—The atubuensclul mu- ,question before feillowing her Into
1 walked on rubbery legs to the
'
bed. I forced myself to put a
• • raseett She hreathed deeply I the
Forty minutes later, when we hand on each of Joan's shoulders
I' '.1 •er relsxed.
'long that I know of," she were dried off and dressed again. and limn her over. She was no
lit
'owe sat aide-by-aide in the living longer lovely. Her throat had
I . q!tv.d to her, "You know room. Now, when Joan spoke, been slashed and she was dead.
----I her voice was tense. "Bred, you
I • ar, don't you?"
be a sitting duck If I
1,ice wrinkled into an ex- t were a.frtend ol Jack's., There's
So I stood th••re
run
something
you
sheeld
to
know. Hied
ii ot distsyc. -That party.
and waited for the man with
A real ghoul. Ile Something you must know. I.
She hesitated.
the gun to Mike the first
were at one
tome"-Brad's story take's as
TM guy W's. "Yea?"
"I've never told, anybody. It's exciting turn tomorrow.
nasses at me

PRESS

equipped
with a one
bucket, also one and one -half yard bucket.

gross vehicle weight. 825x20,
10 ply tube type tires. Standard cab with heater and de floater, heaviest sprints, front_
and rear.

.n6.
rin1,4
0.
D.byrii
......gt

Tournament Schedule
UNITED

Satuth H,pkir.s - Ciy C_Linty
9 am. edit.
- ItIbrttiecn
-10:45
am.
Cynthia= - _Clark --Catinity 2
pm. Bawling Green High St.Shelbyville 3:45 pm.
Govington Grant-Hazard 7:30
13-m.
Benton - Davtet
County 9:15
yard Pm!

1 Bus. Opportunities I
perience needed. , For interview
in -your home, lame- Jackson,
Tenn., 2-1880 aft er 78:00 p.m.,
or trate Mrs. Beate__ aercey,
P.O. Buz 1096, JaCkacon. If rural
ir•alude directions to home and
phone number.
M20C

FOR RENT

1,

BABY SITTING in my home
The Calloway County Fiscal
day pa- night. Mrs. Linda ThornCourt will purchase the folaneton. Phione 634-R.
Malec
ing equipment and machinery at
their regular meeting on April
1, 1958, in the County Judge's
()trice in the Court Houae in
Murray, Calloway County, Ky.
LADIES (4), part time, to work
You are invited to bid on the
16 haws ouitatde the home and
following equipment:
average $28.25 per week. Hours
One bucket type gravel loadof men —claim. No oar or ex-

WIZatriotrtirit
INW AWAYWW1 Ay WILLIAM FULLER

303

CLEAN, COTTON RAGS. No
buttons, kippers. Lodger and
Times. Phone .55.
TI

Today's Kentucky High School

A7C

nalnaNil

4r3iseeiliee by

LOST: Large blue - grey oat,
looks like maltose. If seen please
phone 600.
M22C

ccIlect, Mayfield 433, Union City

1-Possessed
2-4)rgito of sight

ci

Services Offered

DEAD

EA

DOWN

S

3

/

lb.
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Two

avier n Dunbar
Both Reel Off Strong Wins
ver Dam, in the tournament for
the feat. time, came rearing
back and clased the gap to two
points at the end of the half,
when the score read, 80-28.
St. Xavier packed up a 10point lead atter the imerrriotsion
and boa a 43-33 lead at the
end of :he ttliiird period. The
Obio County c-un was never
able to get back in the game
as the lagers contratied the pail
the rest of the way.
Beaver Dam's Jatuny Brusan
was the game's Leading scirrer
with 20 points, isiiihowed by Si.
Xavier- Larry--- Duody, who ,got
17. Lexington Dunbar, who became the first Negtn.) team to
quald.." for the state touiriamerit
py whLpplrwg Lex_ng.on Lafayetle-- in a 'weird 18-12 overtime
regional game, led nearly -ail
the way In defeating Meade
Memorial, 82-60.
Meade Men-aortal lid only once
in the game — by five paints
midway in the first quarter. At
the end of the first period, Dunbar started to move and held
a tare point lead at 20-18.

By UNITED PRESS
Lexington
and
Xavier
St.
Dunibar reeled off unspe&acular
victories to open the 41st Kenocky High Searial Basketball
nigh:,
Tytansinent Wedneoday
eliarinaang two "country °Jutsins" making 'their first nervous
appearances in the big shew.
If the opening n.grA proceedings were unusuailliy paacid that
armoopthere is suie to change
today when it teams do battle in a frantic "scramble from
midaanorning to triad-eveaing.
In acitalon in the first game
stanting , at 9 am. c.s.t. were
South Hopkins and Clay—kg
Lowed by the Hudgenvilae-MonLcellio game at 10:45 am.
aynaheana goes tap against favored Clark County at 2 p.m.
and Shelbyville and Bowling
Griaar. High Street meet at 3:45
et. Ca.i:rgaton Graut opens the
evening seast5n agaMot Hazard
at 7:30 p.m. and Benton and
Ila.itheEs County bump in the
f:nal game due to start at 9:45
pan.
St. Xavier, which has been
tide-less since 1935, opened up
in the second half and ovc-rwhelnied a scrappy Beaver Darn
team, 62-46, in the first game
of the acnirnarnent.
The Tigers of Gene Rhodea
ha3 a tough -time turning back
the Beavers for a tlme. After
leading by 11 points at 18-7 at
the end of the first period Bea-

The Lex;.ngt-ii school opened
tap at that p
a n d stiarp
stroting Rabe:
Jackson and
Juiturs Berry d.d *lost of the
damage, trii:ving the Bearcats to
a 14 paint lead at halftime.'
Ater .:he recess it was only
Matter of , "Itivi
much" as
Duntor was in full control.
Jack 'Ai Area= thi , game's high
h 23 pilnts followed
y
M5
.?
Mc rr. rial's
Harry
aleeka-ta. h 19, Berry wall 18
and Paul St ter of it/femora:1
wrah 17.

a

RRA
.4CIRIVE-IN Theo t.e
* FIRST

It
has the
rugged
grandeur
of Spain
-in it.,.
The
vision
of three
years and
50,000 miles
in it ...
An
avalanche
of Spanish
armies
in it,..

GRUNTS, Sweden 811 — The
1.1niLtisi Snaps ice lackey team,
wthieh fin-.shed Lath in the world
amateur chiartipionehips last
weekend, scored a 6-4 victory
over a Swedish all-star team
Tuesday.
EAST TEAM COMPLETED
. NEW YORK RP —Jay Norman
at, Temple and Hunk Moreno of
St. Peter's (NJ-) were named
to the Els: team Monday for
the annual East-Weal charity
tra*ctball game at Madison
Square Garden, March 29. Their
niaming completed the East 10man team.

'01

72 inch cab to axle measurement.. Two front two hooks.
Bid on -both 6 and 8 cylinder
engine, specify horse power.

hungers
of the _

the

flesh
in it!
The thunder
of battle
in it..,
The flame
fg' women

STEPENSON TO CANADA

The County Judge • Wr..1.1 receive bats on the above'desx•ribed equipment at Iris office any
time petar to 3:00 p.m. Saturclay, March 29, 1858.
Calloway °puny reserves the
tight tokrejeat any and all tads.
M20-25

HELP WANTED
LADY TO DO housework and
cure f V three ehadren one or
two dia,ys each week. Mrs. Juni
M20C
Perce. Phone 1731.

A motion
picture
for all..,
For
all time!

lit — Former
EDMONTON
Georgia TeCh All-America center
Don Stepherisen has signed
play professional foritball with .
the Edmonton Eskimos of the
Canadian Football League's Western Division. Stephenson was '
the Washington Redskins' 19.1i ,
draft chice last agar.

A tender love scene between Natalie Trundy and
Dean Stockwell, the teen-age stars of "The Careless
years- the United Artists release which opens on
Friday at the Murray Drive-In Theatre. "Dawn At
Socorro", an actionful Technicolor Western is on the
same program.

I

Arleanisas maintains wholly or
partially 37 gamp.-rreservcts con ta ining a- total of 660.200 acres '
or niiughiy a little mare than
one thousand square miles.

MURRAY *

SUNDAY & MONDAY

U. S. Wins

adjustable

RUN

CARY GRINT
FRANK StsX112A
SWIM WREN
rhassley
Iresererb

'
THE
PRIDE
arta
714.E
PASSION"

Ake *lee Yieseyisibe 11.14•44: Wry ilibied Minds

by Ernie Bushrniller

NANCY

5.

_
OKAY--

SLUGGO--- I'LL
TAKE YOUR
PICTURE

AHEAD

NO--STAND
OVER
THERE

WAY YOU
LOOK TWICE
AS HANDSOME

THIS

...

••••

by Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE an' SLATS
AN NOW YOU'RE HOME HOME WHERE YOU BELONG;

•
I -I'M
SLATS
SCRAFPLE

I
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LIL' ABNER
asha
LE TIME AND
MUD MUSHROOMS HAVE
WROUGHT GREAT CHAN,5E5
IN LI'L ABNER
-fair
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USED CARS Slugs Of

Paraffin Near
Real Thing

195' FORD 500 VIC 2 DR H T
Lts a dream. solid black. Has
continen'al kit. 14,000 attual
-miles. Been eared for like a
baby. .New car trade. Locally
owned.
'
1967 FORD CONVERTIBLE
By VERNON SCOTT
Solid black. %V hate !op. 245 Wilted Press Start Correspondent
motor, was sold new- here. One
-HOLLYWOOD IP - Gurio
mileage, spare in mov'.es and *TIPt-, be it h •i-sr•
owner. Low
ground.
on
been
• ,never
opera rt- detective story, will be
1967 FORD DEL RIO 2-OR
a great deal bl...xidiier in the near
WAGON
STATION
new wax
future thardo to
If you are looking for a station hullet that spatters -gore" like
green
Light
wagon this is it.
'a dioutiburet. .a,
& white. 245 motor. FordoInvented by an ex-butcher,
while
matic. Radio. Heater.
the bu...lers are fired with red
tires Big savings .
dye. w ghted and balsinced 1 •
, 1957 FORD CUSTOM 2 DR
pcsiduce venous types of w.jurtd,
5.lid black, like new. We sold
hUTTIITI targets.
ii
the
new here. You can talk
player Dun Metzger.
man. V-8 motor. Tax & license
left hts ch. piXeig lalk a year
• paid.
344-to Nam A up ori sores.n.
1957 FORD F-100 PICKUP
-My wife has stare me
Has 4600 miles. dark green b-arts.
re than a hundred times istth
& white. V-8 mo:.,r. he.V.er
: hue:
and rear bumper. New -truck -theAt _bullets and hum,
paid. me once"
guarantee. Tax & liZ7nie
Wife.. Tested
1957 FORD 500 TOWN SEDAN
"I've shot her a, few times. i
Solid black. A local one owner
testr.g purposes, and
9,090
9.090 miles. just like • new too. -for
car. loaded with all the extras She hasn't eYnplained 'eatier," !
he sold
Fordomatic.
---alugis also
Metteret parafEn;
1957 FORD- 500,, CLUB SEDAN
Black and white, radio. heater. riche:het off the ground :n puffs
Fordornatie. anct-,..riWite tires if dust and. eve the affect Ttf.*
Has 4.300 - actual miles. Nevei shattering Ova and ?Terrors. He
Murray. big VOWS they oan de everything a I
of
out
been
sa‘Ings---S1995 00.
gentEne bullet clan do except •
I
1957 FORD F•t0i) PICK. UP 6 CYL disable or eleortsvy a target.-Light green & white. 4.600
Fired by c inpreesed air and
actual miles. new truck guar- a anal' cap. the bu'll_sts fit any
- and rear bumper ceai:bre gun.
" •*wee. heater .
I
--=-S1375.00.
-They make a loud report and ;
'THE HAM MAKES THE Wain(
1956 CH-EV 4 DR BELA1R. H.T. gave uff _ ebough smoke to !look I
Two tone blue. has-reel- - Wager corsEded.
,
pack. power glade, radio. heat- 'Metzger Sart:fled patrons
f
er. wh:1e Tires and tinted glass 'he ressaursre • where he was
Local Kentucky car •
having lunch by jirt during a
1956 FORD 4 DOOR COUNTRY ereaJt "blood" spattered eardSEDAN
h Gird targets..
Light green & whlte, one
Homemade
owner. Fordomatic. 11t5.
71 make -he :lugs -at heme
Kentucky
e-tires.
wht
er and
myself.- 'ne" grinned_ "I've . al.
license.
ready had a big order from one
2DR
BEL-AIR
1956 CSIEVROLAT
major studio, arid the TV IwoRed & white, has power glide
eft are interested.
NABISCO CRACKERS
radio'. heater. %Mitt tree
-The day is orenang. I h•-ipe
1953 FORD 2 DR VICTORIA
eette everybody who gets killeci
This -TS a beauty. Loal car
f a camera well ben fr,nt
58 .plates. Fordomatic. rad:,
•
S one
my butd wit by'
heater. white tires
1455 FORD STATION WAGON 9 :ete It's a real ceintribution t•
PASSENGER COUNTRY SEDAN .1-ie :mit/Try"
Bit Parts: During last week',
ScoTr
Green & white -This is a nice
PO"
performance
wag. n V-8 motor. Fordornatic Thyhouee
Paul Mum ie ire -a hearing aA:
heater 58 plates.
-not to add drarrea to ha n4e
1955 FORD FAIRLANE 4 DR
Blue & wh:te Bought neu ..at receive at:Mate pit' enpr.:ng
Mae mid he had :ftalffic..--n•
here Been- in Murray all
Be"7
me Xs rehearse nis
,it'life V-S molar. Forekehatic
-3rable,_ Sang &bisect from the
-- music:-*eater. -white tires.
r1es, has Landed a .e-week ,
1955 BUICK SPECIAL- 2 DR
..xigawg job at a Lake Tata ye.
HARDTOP
Two !one green as sharp as .Lf. :melon in July_ Si.phia
you'll ever find Never been Liven will be eneted by Wetted R. Murraw's "Pereon-no1934 NASH AMBASSADOR 4 Do '.=ter;* •64•.,'•• March 21. Gordon
Red Ar while. We sold new
Tarpon
Scs,tt and w-.fe Vera
Le. "klyans motor Ovi-rdr:ee &
armouriee they
.:.: build
18-oz.
a- he extras. Price right
r. 580.000 beach h Kise at MaL1914 CHEVROLET 2 DR BEL•AIP eo—v.-.•h a n•Ln_ature gyyn
,
A beauty :cep Taman
'Green & whi. e
Ateipe fee' hs
Sharp as they come Locally -nerie
r 'tee
Itchael
Renn..•
ov*r.sej powerglide. radio &
3E
s'igtel:- "rowed •I'Ll week
nea•er
Ashen
!nagged by 3t•vrt
toes NASH AMIE. COUNTRY
1- w_ng a
CLUB
• Ar avhite Been in Merras
eirras
a:. :'s :Ife, has
e1 dea: ft.r eomebocly Gas
,
a ¢-,
_ saver
/954 FORD VICTORIA
Gr.er & white YPU will hive
•
set- •h.5 car V-8 motor
Fxarli•-• heater. whit(
•1rre---58 pates
1954 FORD 2 DR VICTORIA
By ELMER C. WALZER
Wh:ie we h light green top
United Press Financial Editor
CAN
has continental- wheel. FordoNEW YORK IP —If all the
matic.
hea•er and whre foreca_sters were laid end to end.
!tree -= 18 Kentucky licensee-:- hey would 213:1 be f eecastirg.
r950')
ys E:d -el A Grimm. analyst
1933 FORD 2 - DR CUSTOM
fr.r 1.Valion & Co.
Light green Like new. V-8
sever-a'
He !hereupon
P
atie
,6•rem es by lead.ng erore sr. •1953 FORD 4 DR CUSTOM
also l•••it for an early butt e
Tw i•-•• ne green V-8 Forth,for the receselon
m3',lc Radio. hi-a•er & white
WITH SEASONING
But he a More Mt created 'in
'ire. :ocal car
the recep'ion to be coven the
1953 FORD VICTORIA
11/02121ye:lew and maroun A sharpie Ere quarter reports• f C ,
ti,ftns vitt& will began to appear
Fordornatic. radio, heater, white
any in Apr.:
tires
It isn't forecasting to
1952 DODGE 4 DR
,
'here will be many yew onee
Like new $45000
and a Triable number of
1932 CHEVROLET PICKUP
Dark green. deluxe cab Really
There are waya one can guew
a good one $55 00
1952 NASH AM B. 4DR CUSTOM Atka' Is to rate :n reports.
Hy-dramatie radio. heater. white grirren prints - r•Ig. Orw-taiwirett
expect much from the rippers.
t.res 5550 00
CHUNK PACK
1951 NASH .4•DR. AMIS. SUPER reels raile and metals,. he say'
G • el tranaportat I(,n overdrive, In the rail group, fur example.
-$1950riad
Tanuary and February earring
zee a clue of what to expect ,
1950 FORD 4 DR
•
See •-.:- ,ne. clean — $29500 1,r the -quarter.
•
1950 PLYMOUTH 4-DR
Now about throw te enairrice.
SPEC(AL DELUXE
that wild Arlie Poor reports
Light green. c'-an as a pen-. They have been the itargete of
mileage----S295.06
himdreds
Wv/1•1115
do'tagsion
1951 CHEVROLET SEDAN
A
in recent markets Hence
DELIVERY
Grimm compares !hem to the
Clean — Ky license — $395 00 .nset of the Asian flu.
.1930 CHEV 1 1 4 TON TRUCK
"Y.11.11 wt.11 recall that for
need a good farm !ruck wf:ek...i arid weeke the new:..If
this is it. S395.00
papers headkned the peril of
BANK RATES AVAILABLE Al' the Asian flu and- 4wAs. it wee
60,i, ON ALL MODELS
_sweeping vrivani• our *toms." he
WE FINANCE FOR 36 MONTHS says. "Probably er.ene of I h
OPEN EVENINGS 'TIL 7:00 P.M. more urn.d wouLs really got se.i: WE'LL PAY YOU CASH FOR od of the A.s.an flu and hearice:
YOUR LATE MODEL USED CAR for
awed islands Ira the South
Pacific.
_
-There was aimsrat as MU&
ballyhrio '41 the Lai .71,...ht•rewee
n rock-sand-roll. But Al.en th.
d strike
I dii
wan" as bee:
ate anticipated. It didn't create
"Your Friendly Ford Dealer"
anY pan* Like old soldiers, it
7th & Main Murray, Ky. Ph. 373
IN.
wart of Oaded eadsy.

•

•

FRYERS

to

39c

GRADE "A"
WHOLE

17-oz. Can NEWPORT

EARLY JUNE

WORTHMORE BACON 1-1b. Tray Packed
lb. 490
MIRACLE WHIP
MAYFIELD
Spicy
dish..

VI•
L.

s heat
and serve

39crn

••••

Heel'

•

TOWELS
2for 39c

1-LB. BOX FLAVOR KIST

CRACKERS 19

•

BABY
-FOOD

10c

POPS-RITE

Popcorn
1-11). Cello Bag

19C

r.,(1

•

Breast '0 Chicken

TUNA

•

399c

vu

PARKER
MOTORS ' .

BUSH'S BEST

FOOD
COLOR

BEANS

CCL°RS

Oz

Car

10c

SPIC & SPAN

2W

BLEACH 90 TIDE 74c L.

SHAMPOO

Godchaux

SUGAR
10 lb bag 98c
CARROTS

LARGE SIZE

Rapid Shave

HALO 60c

7W

REG, SIZE

Pm' 39c

BATH SIZE

FL(FFO
3-lb.95c

3 31P

REG. SIZE

GIANT SIZE

RSE
CHEER
33°

CAMAY

Blue Dot Duz OXYDOL

7W

350

IVORY
'YORY
IVORY
V/ORY
iVORY
LAVA
ORE FT

(personal) 4 bane
(medium) 6 bars
2 bars
(large)
Flake. (giant)
Snow (ee9•)
' 2 bars
(giant)

for trying new blue detergent Silver Dust 0

RADISHES
ONIONS

Cannon face cloth in
every regular size

GREEN

2 FOR

•

1-0

Cannon kitchen towel
in every giant size

65C

ea
ITEM
ABOVE

PARKE

II

KING SIZE .,..,.,.. '1.39

GET REFUND SLIP
HERE!
_

gA

• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

79c
Food
Market

• Friendly Courteous Service

a

a

• Phone 1061

•

•

'
frW- l7,-..

29e
53e
29e
79e
35e
33'
79t

Get 250-Cash

CELLO BAG

SPRING

CRISCO
3-11).8W

GIANT SIZE

PUREX

BUNCH

SPAM
49c
REG. SIZE

28c 15

There's nothing quite like JELL-O

PRESERVES

Forecasters
Won't Stop

McCORMICK

4

PEACH

Heinz Strained

12-oz. HORMEL

COFFEE
I lb. Tin Can 85c

16-oz. Can

BAGWELL

39c

CUT GREEN

MAXWELL HOUSE

Deluxe Margarine - - 1101-Te

RITZ lb. 35c

15-oz, Can REXFORD

49c BEANS 10c

Quart

CORN

49c

PEAS 10c

Salad DRESSING'

GOLDEN
CREAM

Countly S/)fr Q'5
Seasoning

330 pkg.

•-=‘,,

•

.9

4

•

•

•

•

